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In the Store or in theWorkshop, 
Lista HelpsYou Get the Job Done in Style

Dealerships that sell, rent and service outdoor equipment have to

make every inch of their stores count. That’s why Lista products are

so popular in parts, service and customer areas. Lista drawer stor-

age cabinets save space while maximizing storage capacity,

enhance productivity by organizing parts for quick picking, and dra-

matically improve the appearance of customer-facing areas. Lista’s

high-density storage allows you to expand your retail area by min-

imizing the space needed to store your parts. And the modular

design gives you the flexibility and adaptability to easily expand as

your business grows.



Lista Powers Up
Your Productivity

Lista products are packed to the brim with features that benefit

your business. Sub-dividable drawers allow you to create the per-

fect storage compartments for your inventory, so you can make the

most of your valuable floor space. Our cabinets have recessed

drawer handles, so you don’t have to worry about handles that grab

and tear at clothing. And perhaps the best feature of Lista cabinets

is their durability: your investment is guaranteed to last for years to

come. 



Free Custom Design
from Lista

Lista’s engineering and design team is ready to provide you with a

detailed plan for your individual workspace and storage needs, free

of charge. We offer solutions that are designed for maximum effi-

ciency and future flexibility, optimizing space and profitability.

• Floorspace utilization analysis.We can prepare plan and elevation

CAD drawings for a grouping of products, or entire room-sized

solutions. 

• Customized surveys and layouts. Lista experts will survey your

current and future storage and workspace needs, and propose

solutions that provide the highest density and greatest produc-

tivity.

• Integration with architectural and construction planning. Rely on

our experience with coordinating with architectural and con-

struction professionals at any stage of a project’s development.

• Price quotes. We are happy to provide free estimates and price

quotes for any project, regardless of size.
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